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Chip set

Lens

CCU

Cable type

Distance

RCP

View finder

Hand Held use

ENG capable

HD-SDI output

Analog output

RET video

Prompter input
Genlock

Com

Audio
Tally

Remote cable

Formats

Rough MSRP 

Recommended 
base accessories

Robotic option

Robotic rough 
price

Robotic note

Notes

Panasonic AG-HPX 370 Panasonic AG-HPX 370-
adapted Studio camera

Panasonic AG-HPX 500 
adapted studio camera Sony HXCD70 Sony HXC100K Hitachi Z-HD5000 Hitachi  SK-HD1000

1/3” 3-CMOS 2.2 million 10 
bit 4:2:2

1/3” 3-CMOS 2.2 million 10 
bit 4:2:2

2/3” 3-CCD 1.1 million pixel 
14 bit A/D conversion 2/3” 3-Cmos 2.2million pixel

2/3-inch 3x Power HAD FX 
CCDs 2.2 million pixel, 14 bit 

a/d conversion 

2/3” 3-IT CCD’s 1.2 million 
pixel 14 bit A/D conversion

2/3” 3-IT CCD’s 2.2 million 
pixel 14 bit A/D conversion

1/3” bayonet mount comes 
with 17x fujinon

1/3” bayonet mount comes 
with 17x fujinon

2/3” Bayonet full broadcast 
lens

2/3” Bayonet full broadcast 
lens

2/3” Bayonet full broadcast 
lens

2/3” Bayonet full broadcast 
lens

2/3” Bayonet full broadcast 
lens

No Yes, no front controls Yes, no front controls Yes, with front controls Yes, optional front controls Yes, no front controls, full 
rack or half rack available

Yes, no front controls, half 
rack

Bundle 2 Coax for RX-TX plus 
power

2 Coax for RX-TX plus 
power 26 Pin CCU cable Triax Hybrid SMTE Fiber, optional 

Triax options available
Hybrid SMTE Fiber, optional 

Triax options available
100 Feet, farther if you don’t 
use RCP (distance on RCP 

not specified)
100 Meter 100 Meter 100 Meter 1000 feet 1000 feet+ 1000 feet+

Yes, 2 versions Yes, 2 versions Yes, 2 versions Yes , multiple options Yes , multiple options Yes , multiple options Yes, multiple options, also 
optional Master unit

Color 9” LCD Color 9” LCD Color 9” LCD Color viewfinder, multiple 
options including B&W

Color viewfinder, multiple 
options

B&W viewfinder, many 
optional color Viewfinders 

available

B&W viewfinder, many 
optional color Viewfinders 

available
limited, no RET, or Tally, will 

need to purchase battery
limited, no RET, or Tally, will 

need to purchase battery
limited, no RET, or Tally, will 

need to purchase battery Yes, with proper Viewfinder Yes, with proper Viewfinder Yes, with proper Viewfinder Yes, with proper Viewfinder

yes, built in P2 record Deck yes, built in P2 record Deck yes, built in P2 record Deck No No Yes, optional dockable P2 
recorder

Yes, optional dockable P2 
recorder

x2 2x HD-SDI 2x HD-SDI 4x HD-SDI, 1 HDMI 2x HD/SD-SDI 2x HD-SDI, 4x HD/SD-SDI 3x HD-SDI, 3x HD/SD-SDI

CVBS-1 CVBS-1 CVBS-1 Y/PB/PR and CVBSx2 Y/PB/PR and CVBSx2, pix 
RGB, WFM out, Sync out

N/a (in Full rack size) see 
SK-HD100 for half rack 

version

Y/PB/PR and CVBSx3, pix 
RGB, WFM out

Same as monitor CVBS or HD-SDI, no Loop CVBS or HD-SDI, no Loop 2xCVBS w/ loop 2xCVBS w/ loop, 2x HD/sd-
SDI w/loop 2x HD/SD-SDI -no loop 4x HD/SD-SDI -no loop 1/2 

CVBS w/loop 
N/A N/A N/A CVBS w/ loop 2xCVBS w/ loop CVBS w/ loop CVBS w/ loop

Tri/BB- no loop Tri-level or BB w/loop Tri-level or BB w/loop Tri-level or BB w/loop Tri-level or BB w/loop Tri-level or BB w/loop Tri-level or BB w/loop

no DB-9, only 1 Channel DB-9, only 1 Channel
DB-25  4w, 2w,CC, Telex, 
and RTS. ENG and PROD 

channel

DB-25  4w, 2w,CC, Telex, 
and RTS. ENG and PROD 

channel

DB-25  4w, 2w,CC, Telex, 
and RTS. ENG and PROD 

channel

DB-25  4w, 2w,CC, Telex, 
and RTS. ENG and PROD 

channel
N/a N/a N/a PRGM audio in, 2 XLR out PRGM audio in, 2 XLR out PRGM audio in, 2 XLR out PRGM audio in, 2 XLR out

Depends on monitor DB-9, depends on Monitor DB-9, depends on Monitor DB-25, Red and Green DB-25, Red and Green DB-25, Red and Green DB-25, Red and Green
10 pin 10 pin 10 pin 8 pin 8 pin 2x 4pin 2x 4pin or 1-DB-9

480i, 720P, 1080i 480i, 720P, 1080i 480i, 720P, 1080i 480i, 720P, 1080i 480i, 720P, 1080i
480i &1080i or 480i& 720p     
(need to purchase in one 
configuration or the other)

480i, 720P, 1080i                          
W/ simultaneous 480i output in 

HD mode

** Note: all prices were 
researched on web and tried to 
keep with MSRP prices.  MSRP 

prices change from time to time as 
well as configurations, These 
prices are only for a reference 

point and are in no means Fact.

** Note: all prices were researched 
on web and tried to keep with 
MSRP prices.  MSRP prices 

change from time to time as well 
as configurations, These prices 

are only for a reference point and 
are in no means Fact.

** Note: all prices were 
researched on web and tried to 
keep with MSRP prices.  MSRP 

prices change from time to time as 
well as configurations, These 
prices are only for a reference 

point and are in no means Fact.

** Note: all prices were researched 
on web and tried to keep with 
MSRP prices.  MSRP prices 

change from time to time as well 
as configurations, These prices 

are only for a reference point and 
are in no means Fact.

** Note: all prices were 
researched on web and tried to 
keep with MSRP prices.  MSRP 

prices change from time to time as 
well as configurations, These 
prices are only for a reference 

point and are in no means Fact.

** Note: all prices were 
researched on web and tried to 
keep with MSRP prices.  MSRP 

prices change from time to time as 
well as configurations, These 
prices are only for a reference 

point and are in no means Fact.

** Note: all prices were researched 
on web and tried to keep with 
MSRP prices.  MSRP prices 

change from time to time as well 
as configurations, These prices 

are only for a reference point and 
are in no means Fact.

$20,000 - $25,000+ $25,000-$35,000+ $40,000-$50,000+ $35,000-$45,000+ $60,000-$85,000+ $35,000- $60,000+ $60,000-$85,000+

AG-HPX 370
AG-EC4GPJ
IDX-IA-200a

300lensreturn
shan-TM700
Studio-100
BT-Mount

BTLH910GJ
MS01

AG-HPX 370
300Studio

300lensreturn
shan-TM700

Studio300/100
BT-Mount

BTLH910GJ
MS01

AG-HPX500
300Studio

300lensreturn
shan-TM700

Studio300/100                          
BT-Mount

BTLH910GJ
MS01

XA20SX8.5BRM

HXCD70H
HXCUD70

VCT14
DXFC50WA

MS01
XA20SX8.5BRM

Cable 100 Meter Camera cable

HXC100K
HXCU100K
HKCUFP1

VCT14
HDVFC730W

MS01                   
XA20SX8.5BRM

Triax cable 100 Meter

Z-HD5000                          
CA-HF1000                      
CU-HD500            
RU-1000RU                     
VF-HD500                             

TA-Z3                     
XA20SX8.5BRM              

MS01                            
HFO300F                  

SK-HD1000                          
CA-HF1000                      
CU-HD1000           
RU-1000RU                     
VF-HD500                             

TA-Z3                     
XA20SX8.5BRM              

MS01                            
HFO300F                  

AW-HE120 PTZ AW-HE120 PTZ
AW-HE870 Brick, (robotics 

available through 
Panasonic)

N/A HDCP1 DK-Z50 DK-100

$8500- $15,000+ $8500- $15,000+ $11,000-$38,000+ N/A $31,400 - $50,000+ $13,000- $40,000+ $28,000- $55,000+

The AW-RP655, is a great 
controller is when paired 

with the AW-HE120 PTZ is 
the best small format PTZ 

camera system I have ever 
used.

The AW-RP655, is a great 
controller is when paired 

with the AW-HE120 PTZ is 
the best small format PTZ 

camera system I have ever 
used.

Brick camera, pick you lens, 
PTZ head, and your 

controller to your liking

could used HDCP1, 
however, completely 
different chip design, 
cameras won’t match

Brick camera, pick you lens, 
PTZ head, and your 

controller to your liking

Brick camera, comes in 
packages that includes: 

lens, and head (hitachi eagle 
PTZ) and controller.  Can 
also buy as a stand alone 
camera and configure your 

own robotic system

Brick camera, comes in 
packages that includes: lens, 

and head (hitachi eagle 
PTZ) and controller.  Can 
also buy as a stand alone 
camera and configure your 

own robotic system

Limited to the I/o’s on the 
camera. Also keep in mind a 

17x lens is pretty short for 
most applications, but you 
can get a bigger lens for 
more money.  This is an 
ENG camera adapted for 

live production.

You are essentially tying this 
camera into the system 

through a mux/ demux box. 
It takes external cables 

connecting the camera to 
the box on the back.  This 
uses 2 coax cables plus a 

power cable providing 24v of 
DC power.  Cables can be 
very large and bulky. Also 
keep in mind a 17x lens is 

pretty short for most 
applications, but you can get 

a bigger lens for more 
money

The 2/3” chip will give you 
better color, even with only a 
1.1 million pixel design you 
still get a nice 1080i signal 

through the camera’s 
processing. You are 

essentially tying this camera 
into the system through a 
mux/ demux box. It takes 

external cables connecting 
the camera to the box on the 

back.  This uses 2 coax 
cables plus a power cable 
providing 24v of DC power.  
Cables can be very large 

and bulky.  Great if you need 
an ENG camera and a 

studio camera in 1 
purchase.

This has a SD-HD upgrade 
path for existing sony 

D50/55 owners.  Multi-core 
can be a big headache 

especially if you are using 
this as a Hand Held.  No 

Robotic look alike.  no build 
up kit for studio box lenses, 

would have to go with a 
manufacture sled.

Doesn’t have to have an 
RCP, has optional front 
controls on the CCU.  
Standard Triax only 

configuration, no build up kit 
for studio box lenses, would 

have to go with a 
manufacture sled.

Very economical Ala cart 
system, can configure in 

many different ways to meet 
your needs.  Even has a 
build up kit for studio box 

lenses. All components for  
SK-HD1000 are available for 
this camera and provides an 

upgrade path.

Ala cart system, can 
configure in many different 
ways to meet your needs.  
Even has a build up kit for 

studio box lenses


